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Preface

Integration of high-frequency analog filtering into the system Analog Front-End (AFE) is increasingly demanded for the ever growing high-speed communications and signal processing solutions with the corresponding advances in Integrated Circuit (IC) technology. Although the AFEs represent a small portion of the total mixed-signal system chip, they usually are its speed and performance bottleneck. Especially, the design of the AFEs becomes more and more challenging due to the continuous lowering of the supply and increasing of the operation speed, as well as noisying of the working environment driven by the constant growing digital signal processing (DSP) core.

This book presents a multirate sampled-data interpolation technique and its Switched-Capacitor (SC) implementation for very high frequency filtering (over hundreds of MHz) while having also dual inherent advantages of reducing the speed of the digital-to-analog converter and the DSP core together with the simplification of the post continuous-time smoothing filter.

The book is organized in eight chapters. This chapter presents an overview of the introductory aspects of the current state-of-the-art high-frequency SC filters and multirate filtering with emphasis on the SDA interpolation techniques for explicating the motivation and the objectives of the research work in this book.

Chapter 2 will describe the mathematical characterization of the conventional sampled-data analog interpolation with its input lower-rate S/H shaping distortion and will also introduce the ideal improved analog interpolation model with its traditional bi-phase SC structure implementation. Then, the development of the efficient multirate polyphase-based SC structures suitable for high-performance optimum-class improved analog
interpolation filtering will be proposed. Different low-sensitivity circuit topologies with both Finite Impulse Response (FIR) and Infinite Impulse Response (IIR) characteristics will be developed, respectively, for low and high selectivity filtering.

Chapter 3 will present the practical IC technology imperfections related to IC implementation of SC multirate circuits that will be comprehensively investigated with respect to the power requirement issue, capacitance ratio mismatches, finite gain and bandwidth, input-referred DC offset sensitivity effects of the opamps, timing random-jitter and fixed periodic skew in the multirate clock phase generation as well as filter overall noise performance. All those practical design considerations are very useful in high-speed sampled-data analog integrated circuit design.

Chapter 4 will present advanced circuit techniques, i.e. gain- and offset-compensations, specialized for multirate SC filters and that are necessary to alleviate the imperfections of the analog integrated circuitry. Such techniques will be explored first for the basic building blocks: mismatch-free SC delay cells and SC accumulator, and later the impacts in the compensation of the overall system response will also be addressed and demonstrated through specific examples for both multirate FIR and IIR SC interpolating filters. Furthermore, the practical design trade-offs for utilization of such techniques will also be analyzed with respect to the accuracy versus speed and power.

Chapter 5 will set forth the design and implementation of a low-power SC baseband interpolating filter for NTSC/PAL digital video restitution system with CCIR-601 standards. The filter, which employs several novel optimized structures including coefficient-sharing, spread-reduction, semi-offset-compensation, mismatch-shaping, double-sampling and analog multirate/techniques, achieves a linear-phase lowpass response with 5.5-MHz bandwidth, 108 Msample/s output from 13.5 Msample/s video input. Both behavior-, transistor- and layout-extracted level simulations will be presented for illustrating the effectiveness of the circuit in 0.35 µm CMOS technology.

Chapter 6 will describe the design and implementation of a 2.5 V, 15-tap, 57 MHz SC FIR bandpass interpolating filter with 4-fold frequency up-translation for 22-24 MHz inputs at 80 MHz to 56-58 MHz outputs at 320MHz to be used in a Direct-Digital Frequency Synthesis (DDFS) system for wireless communication also in 0.35 µm CMOS. Special design considerations in both filter transfer function, circuit architectures, circuit building blocks as well as specific layout techniques for dealing with non-ideal properties in realization of the high-speed analog and digital clock
circuits will be presented comprehensively in terms of the speed relaxation, noise and mismatching reduction.

**Chapter 7** will then present the Printed-Circuit Board (PCB) design, experimental testing setup, as well as the measured results of the prototype interpolating filter chip built for the DDFS system described in Chapter 5. In addition to the measurement summary, a comparison among previously reported SC filters will also be offered.

**Chapter 8** will finally draw the relevant concluding remarks.

**Appendixes** will be also provided for detailed mathematic derivation and analysis of the timing-skew errors in parallel sampled-data systems with S/H effects, namely, non-uniformly holding effects, and also the estimation scheme of the filter noise performance including opamp finite-gain and offset error analysis of SC building blocks.
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<td>TV</td>
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<tr>
<td>UC</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>UGB</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>VCM</td>
<td>Common-Mode Voltage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VDSL</td>
<td>Video Digital Subscriber loop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V-I</td>
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</tbody>
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